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Geometry, one of the three principal branches of mathemetics,
lil© most other branches of knowledge arose originally in response
to man's practical needs. The word "geometry," which is taken from
Greek, means "earth measurement." Indeed the subject seems to have
had its birth in ancient Egypt, wh^re the periodic inundations of
the Nile made the surveying of the land for reestablishment of
boundary lines a necessity. This early geometry consisted of merely
a number of crude rules for t he mensuration of various simple geo¬
metric figures.
The Greeks introduced the notion of proof into mathematics,
and Euclid in the 3rd century B, C. was the first to exhibit geo¬
metrical theorems as parts of a system of connected truths.
The Pythagoreans in the 5th century B. C. had used geometri¬
cal methods to solve numerical problems, but it was not until the
17th century A, D, that Reni Descartes with his invention of ana¬
lytic geometry enabled algebraic methods to be iced in solving
geometric problems. With this invention Descartes substituted a
far superior methodology for the haphazard ingenuity which had
previously been the prereqiiisite for advance.
The introduction of the differential and integral calc\ilus
(Newton and Leibnig), only a half century after the Descartes
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introduction of analytic geometry, greatly increased the power of
the latter. The application of the fundamental ideas of the
calculus to geometry introduced many new and valuable concepts. The
res\ilting discipline is known as differential geometry. Differential
geometry may be roughly described as the study of curves and surfaces
of general type by means of the calcviluis.
Metric differential geometry, from which this study was taken,
was not extensively developed until the early part of the twentieth
century. However, its beginning is di3e largely to Carl Frederick
Gauss (1771-1855), who worked with curves and surfaces in the 19th
century.
The Purpose of this Study
This stu^T attempts, first, to describe briefly space curves,
and secondly, to give the reader some conception of the association
of space curves with other curves and surfaces. The purpose of this
stTJdy is then intended, in part, to orient the reader in the study of
space curves and to arouse his ciiriosity to do further study in:
metric differential geometry.
CHAPTER II
BASIC DEFINITICNS OF TERMS AND STMBOLS
(1) A vector in a 3-<iiniensiciaal Euclidean Space is defined to
be a triple of numbers* If the triple of nxnnbers has the components
(0,0,0), we call the vector the null vector* All other vectors are
called proper vectors*
(2) A scalar is a single of nuitiber, ie, it is an undirected
quantity and can be fully described by a single number,
(3) a scalar product of two vectors, say ”0^" and is equal
to the svim of the products of the corresponding components of the
vectors*
Example
) , read "«< into a o(f 2'‘‘ 3 3*
This gives a scalar, where theoC's and 's are the components of the
two vectors,
(Ij.) The vector product of two vectors ”*»<•• and is the vector
Y whose length is the product of the lenghts of ^and '^and the sine of
the angle between them (the angle from the first to the second), and
\iiich is perpendicular to the plane of the given vectors and directed
so that the three vectors ^ Y form a trihedral*
the components of the two vectors and ",
3
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iS) Two vectors are said to be perpendicvilar if and only if
''^3**^* where the <^'s and -jS's are the components
of the two vectors.(6)The component of a vector in a given direction is the pro¬
jection of the vector on a line in the given direction.
Example
Consider the figvire below.
The components can be expressed in the following manner:
(i) "P cos “ xcomponent
(ii) 'P sin'©’" y component
(7) (a^a) s 0
(8) (abc) (die) “ (bed) (a | e) + (cad) (b I e) + (abd) (c |e)
(9) A vector, say oC , is a unit vector if and only if
2 p o
+e< * “ Ij where the components are actually
12 3 ^ ^ ^
the direction consines of the vector.
(D) x« 5 ^
ds
(11) xU s d dx a d^x®
^di di?
(12) x'l' . S d d^x a Px
dx ds^ ds^
(13) X’ 5 ^
dt
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(lU) 3C'' s ^ to H d^x
to dt dt^
(15) X"' s ^ d^x s d^x
to dt^ dt3
(16) If x'x" / 0 at a point of a ciirve, not a straight line,
then we call the point a regvilar point. If x^" “0, liie point is
called a singular point,
(17) A space c^xrve is defined as the locus of a point, say P
where xi“x]^(t), X2“X2(t), x^^x^Ct), and t ranges over
certain real values,(18)A figure formed by three noncoplanar lines which intersect
in a point ±m called a trihedral,
(19) Coplanar means lying in the sa^ie plane,
(20) The direction cosines are defined to be the cosines of
the direction angles,
(21) The tangent line at a point P of a curve is the limiting
position of the secant joining P to a neighboring point P', when P'
approaches P along the curve.
(22) The osculating plane at a point P on a space curve is the
plane containing two consecutive tangents at P, and hence three ccm-
sective points.
(23) The binormal to a space curve at a point P is the line
passing through P and normal to the osculating plane of the curve at
P.
(21a) The envelope of a one parameter family of curves is the
curve that is tangent to (has a c ommon tangent with) every curve of
of the family.
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(25) The Frenet-»Serret fomulasj which are the central formulas
in the theory of a space curve are given by
JL. " j2_




We can think of curves in space as paths of a point in motion.
If we consider space referred to fixed rectangular axes, letting
(x]^,X2,X2) denote the coordinates of a point with respect to the
(x]^,X2,x^) axes, then the coordinates of a point, say P, on a
circle of radius a with center at the origin in the t=0 plane can be
expressed as
(l) X]^ “ a cos t, X2 = a sin t, x^ = 0
where t denotes the angle which the radius to P makes with the posi-
tive x^- axis. As t varies from 0 to 360 , the point P describes
the circle.
Fig III-l
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Fig III-2 Fig III-3
When a line segment FD as in Fig, III-3 of constant length a,
perpendicxilar to a line 03^ at D revolves uniformly about Ox^ as aad-s
while at the same time D moves along it with uniform velocity, the
locus of P is called a circular helix. This furnishes an example
of a cirve which is twisted, ie, which does not lie in a plane. This
curve is represented parametrically by the equations
(3) x^^a cos t, X2=a sin t, x^ =lct, k^O
•vdiere k is determined by the rate of rotation of P D and of trans¬
lation of D,
Another exarple of a twisted curve is the twisted cubic which
can be expressed as
(i;) x^“at, X2“bt^, x^=ct3, abc f 0
In the cases of equations (2), (3), and (U) there is a one-one
correspondence between the values of the parameter t and the points
on the line (straight line) and curves (twisted cubic and circular
helix). However, equations (l) do not establidi a one-one
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correspondence between the values of t and the points of the circle
which they represent. On the circle we have a single point P corres¬
ponding to a given value of t. But there are infinitely many values
of t which determinea given point P of the circlej if to is one of
+2 -I
them, then the others are o” ^ » "^o"^ ^ However,
by restricting the parameter t to the interval 0^t*2‘n“, t is \miquely
determined for each given t.
Length of Arc
The direction along the curve
(5) x=x(t)
in which the curve is traced when the parameter t increases is called
the positive directicn along the curve, and the opposite direction,
the negative direction.
Fig III-l;
Suppose we have a curve as in Fig, III-U* Then we let Pq, with
the coordinate t^, be a fixed point cf the curve, and P, with the
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coordinate t, be an arbitrary point so chosen that the direction from
Pq to P along the curve ds the positive direction. Now if a succession
of points P2,..• • jPn—j_ are marked and are joined by chords
PlP2i««»««Pn-lPn when Pn=P, then the limit of the length of the broken
line consisting of these chords, when n becomes infinite so that the
length of ther longest chord approaches zero, exists and is defined
as the length of arc,, s, of the curve from P^ to P.
The length of the arc is written
(6) s=lim ^ P P
n^oe> i=i i_i i
By the rise of Integral Calculus the arc may be expressed as
(7) s- + (x2)^ = (x^)^ dt = 5to ^
If the direction along the curve from Pq to P had been the nega¬
tive direction, then we would have had to insert a minus sign on the
right side of (6),
From (7) we have
(8) ds I x?" dt
Since d^x^dt, (dx I dx) “ (xi^ I x^) dt^, and hence
2 p 2 2
(9) ds “(dx I dx)=dx^ + dX2 + dx^
The expression (x^ | x^) is the scalar product of x with itself j it
is always > 0 for real curves. Because equation (7) defines s as a
function of t: srf(t), this function is analytic.
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Fig III-5
The curvature of the curve H at the point P is a measure of
the rate at which the curve is turning away from the tangent line at
P* The curvature is defined to be the limit, when A s approaches
zero, of the numerical value of the ratio A//is, where A is the angle
between the directed tangents at P and ths neighboring point Pj and
As X3 the arc pr^. Thus the curvature is denoted by ^ and is
written
1 s lira I A I
(lO) R A s-f-O j as]
Since the tangent vectors at P and P^ are and •<+ ,
cos A ® +A‘K) = («<|»^) + *■! +
Now ( - (•cl®*- ) +2
1 = 1+2 (•<lA‘><w ) +
2(»C 1 Aoc ) = - ( iaocU®< )
( ®<.|AoC) => -i )
1 + (ot ) = 1 - I Aec )
and ( &o(.) ) •»
/AoC
K AS 1 As )












^ do< \ d< \ -
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ds
1
2 A s 0
1 A s)2
l-cos_A lim At






(11) 1 -C" I X"TT” 'Si SR
where x” is the second derivative of x with respect to the arc S •
Torsion of a Ciirve at a Point
Fig III-6
The torsion of the curve f*is a measure of the rate at which
the curve is twisting out of the osculating plane at P, At the regu¬
lar point P torsion is, to within sign, the limit, as As approaches
zero of the ratio c/ As, where C is the angle between the osculating
planes at P and a neighboring point P’, and As is the arc PP',
The angle C may be better described as the angle between the
directed binormals at P and P', that is , as the angle between the unit
vectors X and Y + AY . Torsion, denoted by is written
“ 1(12) “ limT AS 0 1 As
If we proceed in the same way as in the case of curvature, we can
readily see that
I x'i)
- (x"|x'p (xf^«')-(x"|xg) (xPx»)
|x»)Vx ”
Now using the identity (8) of Chapter 2 and setting
a®x^, b=xg, c=x’^' , d=<i»>, e“xg
We get
(x|xgx^' )(x^|4a)=(xgxg'(d)(x^|xg)+(xg x^t))(xg|xg)+(x|x”iJ)(x«' lx”)
“(x«' x^t)) (x” |xg)*(x*x”id)+(x‘x”»>) (x^lx'p
since (x^lx'^';"0 (two perpendicular vectors)
(x|xgxg' )(xg|«i)- -(xglx”)(x'^”'d)+(x”(x”' )(x^x'^id)
(x" jx”)(x*x"' )-(x”|x’*' )(x'x")= -(x‘x"x”' )x”ssss ss ss ssss
We choose the minus sign for torsion and we get
CHAPTER IV
CURVES AND SURFACES ASSOCIATED WITH A SPACE CURVE
Trihedral at a Point
The principal normal is the line lying in the osculating plane.
The tangent «<., principal nomal^, and binormal V are
mutually perpendicular. They constitute what is called the tri¬
hedral at the point P.
The direction cosines of the directed tangent are
(1) oL » x»
V x'U*
The binomal has the direction cosines
r\
(2) y - x^xll
We now choose the positive sense on the principal normal so
that the directed tangent, the directed principal normal, aid the
directed binormal have, in the order given, the same disposition
as the axes. If 2 are the direction cosines of the prin¬
cipal normal, thus directed, it follows from the identity (ll) of




V JC'lx' Mx'x'M tv"x'x'
The three planes formed by the three sides of the moving tri¬
hedron are called: the oscxjlating plane idiich is the plane containing
tangent and principal normal, with equation
a) (i.x|ir)-o,
where X is any point on the plane , and x and V are fvinctions of the
arc s, the normal plane, the plane containir^ binormal and princi¬
pal normal, with equation
(5) (X-xl«^ )=0,
where X is any point on the plane, and x and are functions of the
arc s, the rectifying plane, the plane containing tangent and binor¬
mal, with equation
(6) (X-x|f )»0,




The totality of points on all the tangents to a curve C consti¬
tute the tangent surface of the curve. Therefore the surface consists
of an infinity of straight lines, lAiich are called generators of the
surface. If x“x(s) is the symbolic representation of C in terms of
its arc, the tangent surface of e is represented symbolically by the
equation
(7) y“x(s)+rfl<-(s)
where r is a parameter as well as s. If s is fixed and varies, the
point defined by the equation traces the tangent line to
G at the point whose coordinate is s. However, if s varies, this
point traces C- and the tangent line, moving with it, sweeps out the
tangent surface.
If C is a plane curve, the surface is simply a portion of the
plane of G,
When G is a twisted curve it is worth while to study the shape
of the surface, particularly in the neighborhood of C. For this
purpose we choose arbitrarily a regular point of C, measure the
arc s from P^, ard introduce the directed edges of the trihedral at
P^ as the coordinate axes. The coordinate (x]^,X2,x^) are then given
by the power series
(3) „ /A 1 .^3=
where is the curvature at point P^, and ^ is the torsion at
R,o To
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point P^, and "the direction cosines®^, obtained by
differentiating these power series term by term. Hence the portion
of the tangent surface generated by the tangents to (j at the points
in the neighborhood of is represented parametrically by the
equations
(9) yi-(S-l/6 I2 S^+ )+(l-| 2^ )r
2r2 ds KjiJ ^ ds IrJ° ^
y =(-1/6 5^+ ) + (-!- 1 c ^+....)r
.)r
where r and s are parameters, ^ is the curvature at the point P ,
and is the torsion at the point P^
To
Osculating Developable
The principal planes of a twisted curve at a point P are the
osculating plane, vfaich contains tangent and the principal normaljthe
normal plane, whidi contains principal normal ai d binormal, and the
rectifying plane, which contains binormal and tangent. The equations
of -these planes contain only a single parameter, which is usually the
arc-length S ; and the envelopes of the planes are called developable
srarfaces.
The osculating planes envelope the tangent surface. At a point
X on the curve the equation of "the osculating plane is
(l)f= (X-xU )=0





T(11)Tf = (X-x If )»0
If we set X=x, equations (lO) and (ll) are satisfied, and it
becomes evident that the characteristic line of the osculating plane
goes through the point x and has the direction • Therefore it has
the parametric representation(12)X=x+r oC
If s varies as well as r, equation (12) represents the envelope
of the osculating plane and is called the osculatirg developable of
the given curve.
Polar Developable
The envelope of the normal plane of a twisted curve is called
the polar developable, and its generators are called polar lines*
Thus the polar line for a point, say P, is the intersection of con¬
secutive nomal planes at P.
The equation of the normal plane is(13)f g (X-xl<^ )=0
Differentiating with respect to s we get
=(i-x \ ^)+(‘=^ X-x)=0
» ds ' ds
®(X-x I f_)+( oC l-^)“0
» R * ds
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(lU) R f - (X-xl-j^ )-R=0
s
From equations (13) and (lU) we can readily see that the
characteristic line goes through the point x+R*? and has the direc¬
tion V, ie, the characteristic line of the normal plane goes through
the center of curvature and is parallel to the binormal. This
characteristic lire is known as the polar line, and the surface it
generates is called the polar developable. The equation is given by
(15) X=x+R-/8+rV
Rectifying Developable
The rectifying developable is generated by the rectifying lines
and is defined as the envelope of the rectifying plane of a curve.
The rectifying line at a point P of a curve is the intersection of
consecutive rectifying planes. The equation of the rectifying plane
at the point x is
(16) S s (X-xl ^ )=0
Differentiatirig with respect to s we get
f =(X-x |d^)+(^|d X-x)=0




(17) -R? -(I-xjoC +rV )=0s ^
If X=x, equations (I6) and (l?) are satisfied and the character¬
istic line goes throu^ the point x and has the directionoc .
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Therefore it has the parametric representation




Given liie curve 6: (the circular Helix)
Equatiois of the curve; ■ a cos t, X2 “ a sin t, x^ “ kt, k/O
Find;
(1) Arc Length of
s- ^ V*'U* dt^dt
xj^ “ -a sin.t, x^ * a cos t, x^ ° k








If we let t^“0 radians and t “ 2 TT radians, then
s “ 2TT\/a^+k^
(2) Tangent Line to fS at a Point P^(tp)
Let “ the unit vector tangent to 8
Then = dx , dt
® ds dt ds
ds
dt
“ X* ® x*
The direction cosines of the tangent to G at P (t )0 0 are





Let P (X^,X2,X^) be the coordinates of any point on the tangent
line* Then the equations of the tangent line at are
X^- a cos t^ “ X2 - a sin t^ “ ^3~^o
- a sin tr a cos tr
Va^+k^
Va^+k (X]^-a cos tQ ■ Va^+k^ (X2-a sin t^)
- a sin t a cos t
(3) Principal Normal at Pq^'^^o
Let be the unit principal normaL vector to
Then^ - x'| - a^+k^ (x^)
a
Becaxise
d / x« \ dt - x» . 1
dt(ya^+k2 ) ds V a^+k^ " \| a^k**"
x" “ d X
® “2ds"^
a^+k2
x*^ ■ - a cos t, x" “ - a sin t, x”=0
Hence x^g ■ -a cos t , x^^ “ -a sin t , x”^ ° 0
2.,2
a +k









^ ^ “ a^+k2 / -a cos tA “ - cos





'f ^ = a^+k^ (x'jg) » 0
Let (X^,X2i^3) coordinates of any point of the principal
nomsl of 6 at Pq^'^o^* equations of ths principal normal
of c at P^jCtp) are
Xj^-a cos t^ “ X2-a sin t^, X^-kt^ “ 0
-cos t -sin t.
(I;) Binormal of J6 at P^Ct^)





The components of the vector
X^ X^g ^3s^s X •is 2s
» *3s^s x*' X"|►is 2s
are
2k
or a k .sin - ak cos t© a^
(a2+k^)^-^^ , (a2+k2)*/i , (a^+k^)’/*-
The refore
2 2
V, ° a ■‘■k • ak sin t = k sin t_1 0 —s^
a (a^+k^)^* y a^+k^
Y 2 “ a2+k2 , - ak cos = -k cos
a (a2+k2 )'*/*• V a2+k^
■ a^+k2 , a^ ■ a
^
a VaW ■
Let be any point on the binomial of 6 at P^Ct^)# Then
the equations of the binomal of G at P^jCto) are
\/a^+k^ (^-a cos t^) “ a^+k^ (X2“® sin t^ “ \|a2+k2 (X^-kt^)
k sin tg -k cos t^ a
(5) Equation cf the osculating Plane of ^ at P^Ct^)
Since the osculating plane of 6 at is J_ to the binormal




(X, -a cos tp) k sin t - (X2-a sin t ) k cos t^ +(X2-ktQ) ^ =0
V a^+k^ V a^+k^ V a^+k^
(6) Equation of the Normal Plane of G«
at P^(t^)




Substituting (X.-a cos t^) -a sin t + (X^-a sin t ) a cos t^ ° P 0 — ^ +
V a^+k2 V a^+k^
(X3-ktj,)—t
Va2+k2
(7) Equation of the Rectifying Plane of 6 at Po(to)
Since -the rectifying plane of C at Pq^^o^ X to the principal
normal cf G at PoCt^), its equation is
(X-x I ^ ) - 0
or Ui-xj) i+CXg-^) 'P 'P 3 “ °
Substituting we get
(X-j^-a cos to) (-cos tQ) + (X2-a sin t^^) (-sin t^^) ■ 0
(8) Curvature of 6 at Po(to)
Since 1 “ u x*'l3^, where 1 s curvatvire of any curve at any regular
R ’ R




1 2 ? 2 2a cos tQ T a sin t^
7^
(9) Torsion of 6 at Pq^^o^
Since 1 ** - where 1 ® torsion of any curve at any point,
T
when we this formula is applied to 6 at P (t^) we get
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1 y x» \ / x» A / x»" M ^ ak^ )\ l (a^+k^)^
a/a'<^+k^





" X" X'Jvll Y'l Y""l *2 *3
Yttt vtll Ytni
"l ^2 ^3




-a sin tp a cos k
- a cos tjj -a sin t^O




(10) Osculating Developable of G
Equation of the osculating plane of 6 is
(i) -P s (X-xU )-0
pg = (x-x) y-x* Y = 0*
/
But X' Y “"‘Y » 0 arxi ^
T
Therefore (ii) Tf g a (X-x)'^ = 0
Equations (i) ani (ii) are the equations of the characteristic
line of the osculatirg plane of G for any poirt x(s) of C. This line
goes through the point x(s) of 6, It has the direction of the
rector , which can be shown by writing down the direction components
of the line given by equations (i) and (ii):
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^2 ^3
fa fj » f3'^l 9 %
Vj f 3 - V3 '^3. ir^ ^3 -^2. Yj
It follows that the characteristic line of the osculating plane of 0
is the tangent vector • Hence the parametric representation of the
tangent line is
(iii) X=x+r®<
When this is ^plied to the circular helix we get
Xt = a cos t + r / -a sin t 'X
—)
(11) Polar Developable of C«
The equation of the norrasl plane of 6 is
(1) -f«(i-xh) - 0
s3 (X-x)oi'-l = 0
Sine e ®
R"
(ii) R f s * (X-x)^“R = 0
Equations (i) and (ii) represent the characteristic line of
the normal plane of 6. This line goes through the point x+R as
can be verified by replacing X by x+2 in both equations. This
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line has the direction of the vector V and hence is parallel to the
binorinal of C and passes through the center of curvature of G for any
point x(s) of 6. Its direction c omponents are
“^2 “Si H3 oC ^ 0^2
"^2 ^31 >F3 $
.
or -£3 “4-^3- "^2 A
which are the components of the vector ^ • This line is called the
polar line of 6. It will generate the polar developable of the curve
G, Its parametric representation is
(iii) I=x+Rf
where r and s are parameters
When this equation is applied to the circular helix we get
X,=a cos t + R(-cos t)+r/ k sin t \
Xp®a sin t + R(-sin t)'*-r/»k cos t \
)
(12) Rectifying Developable of 6«
Equation of the rectifying plane of 6 is




where 1 and 1 are at curvature and torsion of G respectively,
R f
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Since'l^®^" 0, the equation becomes
(ii) - R -pg a (X-x)(o<, +R y) = 0
T
Equations (i) and (ii) are the equations of the characteristic line
of the rectitying plane of G for any point x(s) of G, This line goes
through the point x(s) as can be shown by substituting X for x in the
equaticns. This line is the rectifying line and has the direction
of the vector JT- ^Rj oL , This can be shown as follows: The
direction components of the line of intersection of the plaies (i)
and (ii) are given by the following determinants:
R
7^,
y: +R V^ j 1 j 1
^2
Hence the rectifying line has the direction of the vector OC •
The parametric representaticn of the rectifying developable is
(iii) X-x+r( R o< )
T
where r is the parameter for the line.
When s varies as well as r, equatioi (iii) represents the recti¬
fying developable of G.
When equation (iii) is applied to the circular helix we get
Xq^“ a cos t + r ^ a sin t 1
^2= a sin t
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